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ICEMEN
INELIGIBLE
BSC's hockey team was
shacken-up last week when it was
discovered that three players on
their staritng line were ineligible to
play. It was found that two of the
three
players
were
nonmetricula ting students--that is
they were not enrolled in a degree
program, but they were carrying
twelve hours in night school. The
third ice-man had previously been
separated from the college and is
presently in night school.
He
wasn't in a degree program wither.
(Last year the ECAC EASTERN
COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC
CONFERENCE ruled that night
students carrying twelve hours and
in a ·degree program were eligible
for varisty hockey.)
Hockey Coach Frank Roberts
and Mr. Harry Luhman, Man's
Physical Education Director both
stated that the ineligibility of the
three p\ayers had not been known

by them. They told the COMMENT
that the eligibility lists are usually
brought to the Registrar's Office
by Coach Swenson. With Coach
Swenson on sebatacle this
semester, there" was a mix-up
concerning the list. Coach Roberts
not a faculty member at the college
had assumed the list had been
taken care of.
Both Mr. Lehman and Coach

Roberts described the situation as
on of those unfortunate misunderstandings that occur but it was
lucky we found out now and not
later in the season.
It is still uncertain whether the
Bears will have to forfeit the four
games they won with the three
ineligible players .•The games in
question are 2 with Mass Maritime
and one each with Framingham
and'Roger Williams.
The ECAC has been contacted,
Coach Roberts stated, but the
situation is still under investigation.
As of Tuesday's 9-3 loss against
New Haven College, the Hockey
team record stands at 5 wins and 3
losses. If they forfeit the f~)Ur
games in question they will stand
at 1 win-7 losses.
.
Hockey Captain,Paul Napier
reaffirmed Coach Robert's and
Mr. Lehman's assurance that the

ineligibility of the players had not
been known. Captain Napier said
that two of the players would be
enrolled in a degree program for
next semester and back on the
team. The lossof the three starters
will hurt the Bears, but a bright
spot for the team is the possibility
of Jay abelli, last year's high
scorer may return next sem~ster.

SNEA
Recruitment
Conference
S.N.E.A. in hopes of alleviating
the job crisis, will sponsor a
Hecruitment Conference, serving
as a placement s rvice for seniors,
on February 15 and 16. S.N.E.A.
will host Superindtendents 'from
the New England region, who will
interview t.he prospective teachers
for next year. The Conference will
allow for the Seniors to meet individually with the Superin- tendents.
The idea is that S.N.E.A. want s
to sell Bridgewater
Lo the
Superintendents, in order that our
seniors will stand a better chance
in the job market.
In order to help finance this
project, S.N.E.A. is sponsoring a
"Faculty Service AucHon" on
Tuesday Jan. 4 at 10:00a.m. in the
Student Union Ballroom.
Certain members of the faculty
have offered their various "services" which will be up for sale, at
the auction, to the student body.
The money raised from the auction will be used to help finance the
recruitment
Our list of professors and services offered is growing. So far we
have to offer: .

Dr. Dickinson; dinner for two
Prof. Thornell; bar tending services
Prof. Phillips; take one person
skiing for a day
Prof. McCurdy; milk a cow
Prof. Nadal; make cookies or a·
cake for a party or,
.
offer proof reading services. .
Prof. ZuWallack; offers an Individual an: l.Q. test
Prof. Heller; will spin a pot
Prof. Barnett; butler services for a
party
Prof. Wolpert; Italian dinner for
four (wine, music, and
the works)
Prof. Goldman; tutoring services
in Chemistry .
.
Prof. Wood; dinner for four
Prof. Kent; canoe for two through
the Hock-a-Mock swamp with
guide- will paddle
Stephanie, Secretary in the
Education Dept.; will type all
papers for half a semester
We hope more professors will
offer their services.
S.N.E.A.
hopes to see a large student turnout
for this auction in hopes of raising
enough money to sponsor the
recrui ment conference.

e'

/.

LAST FRIDAY THE STUDENT UNION PROGRAM BOARD INVITED ALL INTERESTED STUDENTS TO JOIN THEM FOR A
DECORATING PARTY. ABOUT TWENTY KIDS SHO}VED UP TO
HELP TRIM THE TREES AND BRING THE SPIRIT OF CHRISTMAS
TO THE UNION.
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3000 COLLEGE STUDENTS
LAUNCH YOUTH CAUCUS

highly distracted students (25
lights a minute) thought the increase should be over three times
that amount. The perhaps hairy
conclusion--of interest to advertisers, politicians and possibly
teachers-- is that distraction seems
to increase the receptivity, to new
or previously "unthinkable" ideas.

by Larry A. Van Dyne
. Mr. Lowenstein, who has been outright oppisition to. ~en. Hubert
Mor than 3,000 college stu~ents conducting a series of young-voter H. Humphrey of Mmnesota and
have launched a new. natIonal registration drives since last Sen. Henry M. Jackson of
effort to defeat the NIxon ~d- spring was among several Washington.
The conference made no atministration next year ~y ta'p~mg promin~nt liberals who appeared
the power of the c~untry s mIllIons here to encourage the youthful tempt to agree on a candidat!3'
of newly enfranchIsed voters. . politicians.
Caucus leaders say they wIll
The movement, dubbed the
The others included Rep. Bella continue avoiding entanglements
"National Youth
Caucus," S. Abzug (D. N. Y.), Rep. Donald with individual dandidates, puremer~ed fro.m three days of W. Riegle, Jr. (R-Mich.), Sen. Alan suing in each state the strategy
sometImes bItter debate. at. a Cranston (D-Cal.), Daniel J. that appears to offer the best
PSYCHIATRY
confere~ceat Loyola Umver~Ity Ellsberg, the man accused of chance of advancing the group's
Clinical work with violent in- here thIS month. The meetmg, leaking the Pentagon Papers to the ideological aims ..
mates at the U. S. Medical Center which drew an unexpectedly large press' .Julian Bond, the Georgia BLACKS. CHICANOS WALK OUT
for Federal Prisoners suggests turnout of students from nearly state legislator; and the Rev. Jesse
Besides its disagreement of
that they were peculiarly sensitive every .st~te, was sponsored by the Jackson, the civil rights leader. candidates,. the conference was
to physical closeness to others, and AssociatlOn of Student Govern- Rep. Paul N. NcCloskey,. Jr. (R- partially spllI~tered by a walkout of
that proximity to another inmate is ments.
.
Cal.) who is challengmg the black and ChIcano delegates, who,
at least as powerful a trigger of
Although nomI~ally
~on- President in the New Hampshire seized the podium at one poiint to
violence· as are threats, thefts or part.isa?, the caucus IS comn: Itted Republican primary, was the only demand 50 percent ~epresent~tion
BIOLOGY
other more overt provocations t?wmnmgdelegateseats for you~g candidate. invited to speak, on the national steermg commIttee
The
In 1964, the British biologist Sir reports the AMERICAN . JOUR- hbe,rals at t~e Democratic although most delegates seemed to and administrative staff.
JulianHuxley postulated that sh- NAL OF PSYCHIATRY. An ex- NatlOnal ConventlOn nest s~mmer regard. his candidacy as futile.
demand was ignored, however,
cizophrenia may be. genetic In perimentwas designed to attempt as th~ best w~y. of ch~ngm~ the nope to Build S t a f f .
and the two delegations left. .,
origin and if. so, like other diseases, to measure. the "body-buffer . count\y's pohtl~a.r d~re.c~lO~.
The National youth Causuc, at . Atleast two factors contributed
might have sQrne sort of '~ad- zone"--THE DISTANCE AT There.lthopes to Jom WIth sImI1~r the moment, is a paper to the optimism here about you~g
vantageousside eff~ct"that would WHICK •PEOPLE BECOME . ca.ucu~~s·of .women and ,~thmc organization, although its leaders people's having a i:r:t pact on the
appear in nonafflicted relatives. UNCOMFORTABLE. Eight of the
mI~ontl~s tof?rce the selectIon of hope to raise money for a national Democratic conventlOn--.the 26th
Two English general practitioriers. most violent and six ·of the least ,a hberal. ca~dIdatepledged to end staff that. will coordinate theef- amendmentgivin~ the vote to 1~Michael CarteoandC.A. H. Watts violent of 25 prisoners were
the.war mYle.tnamand to reorder forts in various states. The causus year-oldsanda senes,of reform~m
tested this .hypdthesis. These two selected (the psychotic and unna tlOnalpnones.
..
elected. a national steering com_. th e par ty' s del ega Ie sel ecllOn
doctors' surveyed the incidence 'of willing were exluded). They were
SEE PARALLEL WITH 1968
mittee headed by Clinton process.
Several conference speaker~ DeVeaux. a black law student at, The ameI?dm,ent extends the
various· comm'on diseases in 31 asked to.stand· in the center of a
schizophreniCs'and 77 of their bare room and to say "stop" when
were inclined to "draw pa:alle~~ emory U~iversity and Laurie Beer, vote to 11 millioll Americans
relatives and 63 controls and 144 of they felt the experimenter was
between the
Dump-Nlxdn a graduate student at the New between 18 and 21 years old. But
their relatives. The results were "too close". The procedure was
movement and the effort of ~any School for Social Research.
the first-time voting potential is
students to defe~t PreSIdent
Most of the Democratic heopfuls probably . nearer 25 million,
published in the . BRITISH repeated weekly with each subject
JOURNAL OF PSYCHIATRY. for 12 weeks. The "zones" tof the
Lyndon B.. Johnson m 196~.
sent operatives here to recruit counting thoses w~o have turned 21
The .results showed a biological most violent .group were found to
Allard. K. Lowenstem, the campaign workers and it was since 1968.
advantage for the relatives of be 3.8 times larger than those of the
former' New York Congressman clear that the students were badly
The Democratic Party reforms
schizophrenics, The number of less violent group. The findings
who organized t~e "Dum~- split on the best possible nominee. require states to take "affirmative
virus infections (influenza, suggest that individuals prone to
~ohnso.n" movement In 1968, put It There was varying support for steps;' to overc?me past
measles, etc.) in relatives of repeated, unpremeditated violence
lIke thIS:
.
.
'
. several candidates, particularly discriminatioD; agamst young
schizphrenics is only 62 per cent of may have a basic distortion of the
"We are m ChIcago. thIS New York Mayor Jo n V. Lindsay, peopl, wo en, and ethnic
the norm.. The survey also con- body image.
weekend to. say tha~ we are gOl~g to Sen. George S. McGovern of South minorities in selecting their condo for thIS Pre$.Ic'!,ent precIsely Dakota, Sen. Edward M. Kennedy vention delegates. The new party
cluded that the relatives of
schizophrenics seemed unusually
what we d.id for hIS predec~ssor. of Massachusetts, Sen. Edmund S. rules encourage rep...esen~ation ~y
r?bust, and they appe~r to have a EDUCAT~ON
' .. , ... .'
yve are gomg t~ d.o for the hbra~y Muskie of Maine and l}1r .. M(:- these, gr()~~~ .i~t)lne.\V~~tJ~~U:::7/
hlgher;J:'ate"Qtpopul~n~'Y tbfln the -. Edueatlonal-hY'p?OSlslSbe~g·"'mQustrYQf.WJ:lJttIer wh~t we ~ld earthy. But tbere'wa's-·adeeicIeIP...O'po.t'!l'O.ilj\lIi~Ofi~f/,'!"-~~ll1!tl1$\.'\SlI"""~'
general popUlation.
t:s~ed ·a~a;:.~tb,oQ.iUl"ffi' .J:QW:;"d,Y,,~!iU;,§o f - e lIbrary m.
~,~U as populatIon.
~S PO' CK NOMI NAT ED
aIdmg chIldren overcome earmn
.
deficiencies. Dr. Martin Astor in
EDUCATIONAL FORUM repo~ted
.
EDUCATION
the New York study. Forty-:-elght
•
.
.
.
It is generally granted that
Y
0. . ti.o.na
. I.l .· !ll\l?:~te~
.d. . i. .s....a. b. . I.e,d. ...c.of,
h... i.l.dre~.we~e
,,
'concentration Is 'aided by quiet e~.
glven,t.~o,.
hypn<lSlS
surroundings free. of" disturbances during,ea~nschpol_day,t~.~~,~"
•
with theoretically .beneficial .ef- them improve their readmg~.;!!r ..:j~;,;~'1
fects on learning. H; however,
The children received~~~pe..:
your purpose is to get across an recorded instructions to relax;
Spock Nominated for President
idea that is shocking or radically After sleep was induced' the
have tried to develop guidelines. If
Washington, D.C.(CPS)-- Dr~
new, the results may be better is children received posthypnotic
Houston (CPS)- State Rep. Sid anyone is at fault the
ad- Benjamin Spock, anti-war activist
your victim is distracted; at least. suggestions to relax during future
this is the opinion of John P. reading lessons and to remember Bowers is currently conducting an ministration is wrong. They ahve and pedeatrition, accepted the
investigation of funds spent by the an auditor to check expenditures." nomination for president from the
Keating and Timothy C. Brock in various sounds.
Jimenez requested advice for newly formed Peoplels~ar~y'J;l¢r~
AMERICAN SCIENTIST.
A
A similar group of emotionally University of Houston Student
"distraction machine" with disturbed children at the Central Association (SA). His probe stems expenditure guidelines from last week calling for aea;mpletey
from reports by a former SA vice- various member of the university reordering of national .priorities.
flashing lights was constructed at Islip State Hospital in New York
president that SA has funded and state Atty. Gen. Crawford
Spockwas nomi!lated ~?r ~he
Ohio State University. They ten gained two years or more reading
"ul tra
left-wing
socialist. Martin.
position at the founding conventIOn
tried to persuade students that ability after six months of the same
organizations."
and a "
Jo Nelson, UH Women's Ad':'. of the Party held Thanksgiving
tuition should .be increased and techniques.
homosexual conference."
vocate, said that she. r~sented weekend in Dallas Texas. Founsummer vacations reduced. While
According to Dr. Astor
Bower's investigation will Bowers interference. "This is ding members of the party include
the students listened to the E ucational Hypnosis seems to
decide if SA has violated if state 1971, not 1954, and people will not the D.C. Statehood Party, the
argument, they were instructed to "take the edge off anxiety conPeace and Freedom Party of
law by appropr.iating money for tolerate these witch hunts."
call out the number of lights that nected with the learning situation
Bowers has requested an .audit California, the New Party and
flashed at-different speeds on the and allow for· the inculcation of political activities. Section four of
the House Approprition Bill states of Student Association accounts other local fourth parties around
machine. ATh undistracted control strong control systems, selftha t public funds may not be used and copies of specific .check the nation.
group refused to buy the argument, disipline. an organized approach to
to finance politica~ activities.
receipts from SA. .
The. same convention elected
while the distracted subjects learning and a feeling of
The investigation is directed as
Peter Geller of the Young choices for vice presidenti~l and
yielded. After hearing the message togetherness and stability. The
SA appropritions to campus Socialist Alliance, said, "If Bowers cabinet positions including: Julius
t the .mildly distracted students (10
technique od also believed to help
was really' concerned -with the Hobson, Washington educator, for
lights a minute) judged that tuition slow learners an children with·' organizations such a Gay
Liberation, Student Mobilization misuse of "funds, he shouldn't look vice-president; George Vidal
should be raised $16.33 whil the speech impediments,
Committee, and young Social~st at UH but turn toward the state Author, for Secreatay of State;
Alliance. Bowers is also m- capital in Austin or the Congress in Sidney Lens, Chicago labor leader,

ANTHROPOLOGY
There is a long standing notion
that superstition and belief in
magic is not common in people who
are educated, especially in
scientific training.
This myth
received a s{'vere blow recently. A
surve~' of graduate students at the
Vniversity of Pennsylvania
revealed that their belief in the
supernatural is as high as that of
the general population. The survey
further showed the students of the
na tUl'al sciences showed a slightly
. stronger belief ill the supernatural
than humanities students. The
suney was published in NATURE.
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EGYPT

DRAFTING
STUDENTS !!

"At the same tline President
Anwar Sadate announced that
'Egypt had opted for a war with
Isreal several thousand students
were being' . mobilized for mil.itary
service. Althougli uriderway.since
the start of last summer,. the
mobilization of Egyptian students
'increased noticeably in September
and surged upwards about three
weeks ago. .
However, there are. still
exemptions from military ~ervice

being granted to the following
categories:' students' who have
already served 3years duty; those
who have already obtained work
permits for employmen~ in foreign
countries; those who SImply plan
to emmigrate; and, finally have
been able to find a substitute to
take their place.
Estimates vary, but the total
number of exempted students is
between 5,000 and 10,000- with' a
d t
rported 80,000 Egyptian stu en s
now serving in the military. '

speakers to individuals and to
Judi Rossi, of Women: United for
'
Abortit:~n Rights~ felt ~hat. Bowers
travel fu~ding."
... He asked that special attention was usmg the InvestIgatIOn as a
be given to money granted Nancy tool. to create. issues for his upCrampton and Janet' Burris in commg campaIgn.
. theiractivities for repeal of current
"Because Bowers' chooses to
abortion acts.
forward his political campaign at
Bowers has also asked the hekp. all costs, the rights of the entire
of .UH President Phillip G. Hoff- university community have been
man.and Aaron J. Farfel, chair- violated."
.
man of thE;! UH Board of Regents.
One political science professor
In a letter to Farfel,. he said, "I Dr. Donald Lutz, .welcomed the
think that you will . find the investigationas a chance for the
inquiries I have made will show UH students to learn something
definite misuse of state funds by about Bowers and to gain insight
UR."
into the workings of the governThe investigation is mainly ment.
directed at activities occur.ring
Bowers says his investigation is
during the 1970 term of former SA still incomplete, but that Hit inpresident David Jones. This year volves a high official pt the UR as
SA refused
appropriate money well as members of the SA."
to political organizations.
SA
The administration has not
Pres. Maria Jimenez said,. "We commented on the situation as yet.

to

fur~~etary~L~oc;Ma~~~

Buckley, candidate for Attorney
General for California last year,
for Attorney Genet"al; and David
Schoenbrun former NBC and. CBS
news corn: pondent, for Secretary
of Communications.
The platform adopted at the
Texas meeting called for immediate withdrawal of all troops
from all over the world, ending
poverty within the U.S. in one year,
free medical care, and requiring
industry to focus on human needs
rather than on max,imal profits.
Spock noted that those chosen
were interim candidates, and that
another convention of the party to
be held in Miami in July following
the Democratic Convention would
decide whether to
rplace the
current candidates with dissaffected Democrats (such as Shirley
Chisholm).
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LIVING TOGETHER:CO-ED DORMS
by William A. Sievert
Although many students remain
skeptical
about
them,
coeducational dormitories are
gaining in popularity and in
number
About 70 per cent of American
residential campuses now offer
students
some
form
of
coeducational living' situation,
compared to only 51 per cent in
1967, according to a study compiled
for the Association of College and
University Housing Officers.
A recent Gallup poll indicated
that 46 per cent of the nations
adults would be willing to permit
their daughters to live in coed
housing.
IT WOULD MAKE ME NERVOUS

Still, many students are electing
. to live in single-sex housing units.
•'I feel a lot freer if I can wander
out of my' room in my Jockey
,shorts. It would make me nervous
to have to be on guard all the time
about possibly offending some
woman who is. strolling sown the
hall," says a male student at th;e
University of Maryland.
A recent' poll of student at
Maryland showed that a majority
prefer not to live in coeducational
housing or have no preference.
Many students said they enjoyed
the privacy of a single~sex living
situation.
YOU DON'T THINK ABOUT IT

Throughout
the
country,
however, more students are
moving into coeducational dormitories. At their annual meeting,
housing officers from colleges that
have mixed dormitories agreed
that coed housing was growing in
popularity among students.

institutionalized that it is no longer
considered a "big deal", one male
junior from Oberlin College explains.
"After you're here a couple of
weeks, it doesn't seem at all different or unuual. You don't even
think about it anymore," he says.
For other students, mixed
housing turns out to be an eyeopener. A sophomore woman at
Antioch College says:
"I was talking to a wide-eyed
freshman boy about mixed dorms,
and he was just kind of boggled.
He seemed to have found that
women aren't just a compendium,
of eye makeup and artificiality. He
had never seen women relating to
each other. rather than being all
primed up for him.
A Maryland coed summed it up
thus:
Coeducadtional housing
allows a "more thorough
educational experience, in human
terms. Men and women can get to
know each other as people, not
merely as pretty faces or perSEX NOT NECESSARILY
FREER
To the students who live in
them, coeducational housing units
do not necessarily mean greater
freedom in sexual practices.
.Although some residents find
spouses or lovers, most residents
develop "brother and sister
relationships" with one another,
students say.
There appear to be almost as
many varieties of coed dormitories
as there are students to fill them.
Some of them, students have
charged, are hardly coeducational
at all.
The type of mixed housing mose

has a bedroom, they share living
least integrated.
and bathroom facilities.
Sixty-two per cent of the
One of the men, Roger Meltzer,
t'ampuses with coed housing report says, "Things haven't changed too
having separate buildings for men much. But with a woman around,
and women stidemts which are in we've come to live more civilly
close proximity to one another and and less raucously. The situation
which have -a comm'on area for is much more like the real world."
joint activities, according to a
Mr. DeCoster, who made the
study of 315 institutions compiled housing study, says, "The more I
by David A. DeCoster of Indiana liberal forms (of coeducational
University.
housing) are coming on stronger·
Fifty-three per cent of the than they were four years ago."
campuses with coed housing have . The number of campuses of~
"separate wings for men and, fering male and female students
women students" within the same rooms or suites on the same floor is
'b'l't' f
t d ts t h
a
building. Fifty-two per cent have rising. Last academic year, 15 per
f
d
POSSI I lies or s u en 0 ave
t fl
~epar~ e 1 °bor~ld~r men an women cent of the campuses surveyed choice ofthe type of housing they
In a smg e
Ul mg.
offered rooms on the same floorto
t"
All of these types of housing both sexes, in comparison with less waAn.,
. g
b
f
. .
n lncreasm
num er 0
have shared dmmg, study, and than 1 percent four years ago.
ff . g. t de ts a
soc' al area
Th f 11 .
t bi b d
campuses are 0 erm sun
I
s.
_
.
e ? O~l~g a e, ase on choice among the various types of
.On,ly 22 per cent of the In-the housmg offIcers' study, shows coeducational dormitories and
stttutIOns surveyed report that what percentage of U S campuses f . . 1
d
't'
h
ff
.t
.
. ,.
.
rom smg e-sex ormi DrIes.
t ey 0 er sut E:\S or apartments to housed students m the varIOUS "Th
t d nts a e a very
men and wom~I]: (m the sam~ floor. types of coeducationalunits in 1967 divers: :r~u~ of c~stomers "
Student crlhcs have saId they Type of coed housing
d'
t W J E Cr'ss ' a
cons~der only the last tw.o forms of 1967 1971 Separate buildings .... ~~~~~s~no~ °of .rha~keti~gY' at
housmg truly coeducatIOnal, and : ............ 55% 62% Separate Michigan State University who
some have asked that men and wmgs .................. 28% spoke on"How to Improve Methods
women be allowed to share the 53% Separate t1oors. - .. , ....... : . of Selling Housing to Students" at
same apartments or rooms.
.. .. 14%
52% Same fl?or, m the annual meeting of the
~ever~~ stude~ts. at the separate apartments or SUites" .. Association of College and
Umverslty of MIchl~~n, ~or : ..... , ... 3%
22% Same floor, University Housing officers.
example,. a~ked the admlmstrat~on In separate rooms ........... ,. "Some students will continue to
refer the more conventional
for permlsslOn to shar~ rooms WIth -......... '-.- 15%
students of the OppOSIte sex. The Also, accordmg to Mr. DeCoster's ~ccommodations se re ated b
request v.: a.s . demed u~de: a state study, greater percentages of the sex. Others will :ref~r livint
law prohIbIting cohabltatlOn;
total number of undergraduate learning and coeducational
SUITE SHARED AT HAR- students on a campus are being 't t'
"h s 'd
VARD
1
d
d
.
11
Sl ua Ions,
e aI .
"
"
louse coe ucatlOna y.
. On a few campuses, such as
The umvers.lt¥ :ecently h.fte~ Its
For ecample, at on~-fourth of Seattle University, officials have
own rule prOhl?ltIng cohabItatIOn the ~ampu.ses ~espondmg to the been forced to merge housing due
and prema~ltal sex amo,ng ~ousmg offIcers study, between 75 to financial problems, and thereby
students, but It refused to aSSIgn and 100 per cent of t?e students creat.e coeducational dormitories.
men and wome~ as room~at~s. were housed coeduca~lOnally .. At
HOWe\ll~r, on most campuses the
The rule agamst cohabItatIOn nearly another one- fourth, more addition of mixed housin~ is seen
was dropped by a student-faculty that half of the students lived in;,"tCY""revenl"''"fina:h'Cm'l",,;_i&iW~~(~~~~iqi~f~i~~!~~r·'Q~·. occllrtipg·.;to keep
.
dormitories filled .~,; -by giving
.
..... ,'
students one less reason to leave
'. . . ..
... .. . ' .. • ,..
..
. the most 'i~portant the campus for the traditionally
• ..' . .
a:re s~arm? a, sUlte~;en~ the survey reveals IS .that of -less _ restrictive lifeaf off-campus
thiS fall wlth the UnIVersIty's ap-choIce", Mr. DeCoster says. apartments and houses.
there
are
more
proval. Although each of the four "Today

Steve Ha,rt Alternative Feature -one guy always procrastinates, Service
and comes over here the night
BERKELEY, CA. --. "Why do. I before his paper is due. . He's
do it? Because it makes me feel· desperate for help, and I usually
smart." says Al Berg. "I like it give it to him."
.
when people come aroijng telling' Al charges around three dollars
me how smart I am." .'
a page forwritten work, a rate
Al Berg (not his real name) is a which is average for "custom".
ghost writer. He's one of about 25 ghost writing in the area .. At least
people in this area who will, for a four term paper services are listed
price, research and write almost in the classified section of the
any assignment--from a student's DAILY CALIFORNIA, UC
term paper to an entire doctoral Berkeley's student newspaper.
thesis.
. Berg, in his early thirties,
"Sure, I can write on any sub- makes enough by ghost writing to
ject, except maybe biological support a wife and two children. 1'1
statistics," says Berg, leaning may have to pay taxes this year."
back in the wicker chair and he remarked.
tugging at his thick black
Does he feel his work is
.moustache. "A guy ~sked me to do unethical?
"The whole
apaper for him on "Nationalism educationalprocess is unethical. If
and Technology in Tanganyika". itwasn't, students wouldn't have to
He'd worked on it a yearand a half, come. to .me in the !irt place.
and gotten nowhere. I whipped it They'd write their own papers, if
.
outin four days--it came to seventy they thought they'd be learriing small, one-man business, ghost
pages."
something. But the competition is w~iting is a big business for -a
"I wrote the story of a guy's life so bad, they can't learn at all." group of national term paper enAnother Berkeley ghost writer trepreneurs. Four Boston area
once, for his Family Living Class.
I took it from an old casebook study advertises. "professional" editing. term paper outfits,' International
I'd seen as a social worker, where and rewriting in the DAILY Termpapers
Incorporated,
the kid was diagnosed as a CALIFORNIAN's classified Universal Termpapers, Termpotential assassin." _
.
section. Would she write a term papers UNLIMITED, AND Quality
Berg's "office" isaram-shackle paper for pay?
Bullshit, were reported to have
woodframe house near. the
"No, it's dishonest. A teacher turned out 4,000 papers in the first'
Berkeley campus of the University assumes it's your work when it six months of the 1970 school year.
Most of their customers were
of California, and it's from here isn't. Sure, the system may be
that he deals with his clients, unethical, but two wrongs don't from· Harvard ,and Yale. Since
mostly students at Cal. Some of make a right." Yet her own work then, TermpapersUnlimited and
them ar~ completely dependent on consists of researching and writing Quality BUllshit have opened
Berg's services. "There's one guy manuscripts for professors and Dutlets in the San Francisco Bay
who can't write even so much as a professional people, for use in area.
TPU's western affiliate,
three-page paper," Berg said. "He academic and reade journals. She Termpapers Libration, offers
only takes a few units each also ghost writes novels, and "thousands of papers available,"
quarter, so he can afford me."
writes under her own name.
from a pool· shared with TPU
"Stuaents like personal contactThough Berg's operation is a Boston.
These
services sell

countless duplicates of standardsubject termpapers, as well as
custom papers turned out by a
stable of their own writers,
Other theme, brokers. operate
out of such unlikely places as Indio,
California and Rockford, Illinois.
They'll be glad to send you their
"freelist of titles'''.
The ghost writing racket works
both ways: term paper businesses
are in the market for good papers
written by students ... Termpapers,
Inc., of Stanford advertises, "We
buy your essays, themes, theses,
term papers, dissertations." At a
rate of $2.75 per 5 pages, Termpaper, Inc.'s offer isn't all that
generous; they resell the papers at
$2.00 per page. A midwestern
outfit offers to buy student papers

at. a similar rate, .but only if. the
papers have been graded "A".
Term paper servIces are not
always welcome in campus.
communities, even by the students ..
They resent baving to slave over
term· papers;· when some rich
studentcan have the worK done by
somebody else.
Smaller colleges are no market
for a ghost writing service, ac~
cording toBerg. "1 placed an ad in
the papers at Cal State Hayward
and SF State, but I only got one
call. I guess students there don't
have the pressure to· succeed that
they have at the (big) university,'"
Whether ghost writing is ethical
or not, it's the student, not the
ghost writer, who suffers if the
ruse is found out., Punishment may
range from an "F" on the paper or
the course to pro balion or even
dismissal from the college or
university. Still, it's hard to prove
plagiarism, unless· the professor
receives two identical papers,. and
the term paper services are
careful.not to flood a single .campus
with too many duplicates. .
.
The term paper services
themselves are not absolutely
secure either, although the state
failed to ger an injunction in a
court case filed against a ghost
writing .business in Boston, and the
legal counsel for California's state
colleges just announced he would
seek an injunction against the term
paper industry here.
Despite legal attempts to close
them «:lown, however, it looks like
the ghost writers may be here to
stay. Term paper outfits see a
need for their services, and are not
about to let the need go unmet. "I
think we should only be used by
students in desperate circumstances," said Barry Jones of
Berkeley's "Kflow-It-All" term
paper service. He expects a flood
of business as the school year
wears on.
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To the Editor:
We have recently had a number
of student complaints re garding
faculty members keeping books
overdue from the Clement C.
Maxwell Library. For the record,
we should like to restate our
borrowing policy with regard to
faculty: Members may borrow
books on a semester basis, with all
books subject to recall if needed.
There are no fines levied on
overdues and no limit as to number
of books that may be borrowed.
This policy could be regarded as a
fringe benefit of faculty membership but is also for the eventual
benefit of students in that books
are prim arily used to prepare
classroom material. Of course it
goes without saying that faculty
members are urged to return
books as soon as they have no
further need for them, but, alas for
human nature, even as some
students, some faculty members
are dilatory.

December 16, 1971

However, the library does not
mean to change the faculty
borrowing policy, but we would
like to make clear that we have
always
made
special
arrangements for any student in
need of books for a longer time
than the regular borrowing period.
( (It has always been true that
teachers-in-training have
borrowing privileges for the entire
quarter,)
.
. Regarding fines: The library
doesn't feel strongly about
collecting them, it is the Student
Library Committee (part of
Student Government Association)
that levies fines and has control of
moneys collected.
Sincerely yours,
Owen T. P. McGowan
Chief Librarian

On your article on the Co-VetsAlkies Intramural game I think it's
unfortunate to mention only one
team. The Alkies kept the game
close even though it was the first
time we had played together.
Haskins
for the Alkies was one of the
biggest factors in keeping the
game close with 12 points and
innumerable rebounds.
Don't get me wrong, the Co-Vets
played well and won but I think it's
unfair to be that prejudiced toward
one team.
Sincerely yours, Jim Carroll
player-coach, the Alkies

~ ~
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How to uhderstand
the most important part of
'the POW problem. ,

Pretend you're ~2 years old andyou~fathers a Prisoner;ofWar inSo~theastAsia•.

Y

OU won't understand the maneuversofthe bargaining table.
You'll be baffledby the cries of
"political issue" .01: "prolonging the
war."
.
.
You'll want somebody, somebody
believable, to tell you. your father's
all right, that he's being decently
treated
,This message to Hanoi and its
allies is acting as' spokesman for all
the boys and girls, wives and parents
whose fathers, husbands and sons
are being held. in secret captivity
in North Vietnam, South Vietnam,
Cambodia or Laos.
Of course, they all want the war
to end and the prisoners of war to be
released as soon as possible.
.

"Typists: Cheryl Coash; Sue Goldberg" Beth' SiebolCl

he COMMENT is a student encouraged, but"must be limited to
upported and operated weekly 250 words or less. All letterS must
ewspaper serving the academic be signed but names will be held
~ommunity of Bridgewater .State upon request. Letters are also
Ad·
~ollege.
Editorial policy is subject to condensation.
vertising rates will be mailed UPOI1
etermined by the Editor-In-Chief
in const;lltation With. the Editorial request. . All correspondence
tafL
Republications of all should be addressed to The
material printed herein is for- . COMMENT Bridgewater State
bidden· without the express~~ College, Bridgewater, Mass.,
02324. Telepjhone: Area Code 617written permission of the EditorIn-Chief. Letters to the Editor are 697-6161 Ext. 260 or 304.

~

+

But mea~while there is no need
for Hanoi and its allies to delay evej:l
a day in answering this plea:
Let neu1;ta1 obserVers into your
prison camps to make su're that·
American p!isoners are. being decently . treated, according to· the
standards of civilized nations.
There's nothing political· about
that. There· is something very, very
Clear away the doubtshuman about it-big enough, tranOpen your prison camps to .
scending ehotighto be understood
neutral observers ...
by a 12-year-old boyar girl.
And understood, we hope, by
now!
Hanoi.
By acting swiftly on this issue they
can eam the gratitude of millions of We ask no more than we give. All American
and South Vietnamese prison camps are inAmericans· ... and respect from all spected
regularly by official ncu eral observersthe world.
The
International Committee of the Red Cross.
"
.

SUPPORT

·OURPLEA·

TO HANOI
AND ITS ALLIES: .

Anierican Red Cross'
. .
Advertising mrltrihllted t.'r the pUhlic good '~'
National League of Families of American Prisoners and Missing.in Southea~t Asi~.

1608 "K" Street, NW., Washington, D,C, 20006
NEWSPAPER AD MAT NO. POW·103·72--600 LINES (4.cpls.)( 10'/4 in.) .
Also Available: AD MAT NO. POW·I01·72--1000 LINES (5cols. x 141/4 in.)
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FINISH DISSERTATION.
PROMOTED TO
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR.
GET A NEW
TYPEWRITER.

;)
IWlEWlQnl\lE
tl

PUBLISH
THREE ORIGINAL·
~~~aARTICLES.
.
..
GO TO
CONGRATULATIONS.
BUDGET
OPTION TO GROW
COMMITTEE.
A BEARD.

TO FUL,L
PROFESSOR.
GOET'
OFFICE WITH
WINDOW.

OFFE,R
FROM' JiARVARD.
. AGCEPT-GOTO
HARVA~D. PLAY
HARVARD
PROMOTION
AND TENURE GAME~
REJECT~ GET
A BIGGER
OFFICE.

1()

11

NOMINATED
BECOME
TO BE
DEPARTMENT
DEAN!
HAIRMAN.!
GET ASECRETARY. ACCEPT:
.... -.
GOTO DEAN'S
GIVE UP
OFFICE;
EWRlTER.
REJECT:
WRITE
ANOTHER

BOOK.

Rules:
1. Any number up to 1600 may play.
2. The object of the game is to become Professor Emeritus.
3. Each player flips a coin t6 determine how many spaces he
will advance: Heads-one space; Tails-two spaces. When
a player lands qn a "Go to Budget Committee" space, he
-must roll a die to determine the outcome.
Possible outcomes are:
i. Lose a turn while furiously preparing articles for publication.
2. Rejected this time. Go back to the same square.
3. Lose one turn during special investigation by the Board.
4. Promoted. Advance 2 squares.
5. Fired if untenured. Play the game elsewhere. If tenured,
promotion rejected.
6. Dossier lost. Roll again.

graphic courtesy of The Chronicle of Higher Education
4. Anyone who can think of a way to move ahead three spaces
at a time should publish it and go straight to tenure.

DRAWN FOR THE CHRON1CLE BY DILLe COLE
ADAPTED fROM UCLA INNOVATOR: JANET MITSUI
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by Vicky Kahar 1
COMMENT Staff

This 71-72 academic year
Bridgewater State College added
24 new members to her faculty:
The main consensus of opinion
among the new teachers I spoke
with is one Of satisfaction and
contentment with BSC.
Interestingly enough, several
remarked about the "relaxed"
"pleasant" and "congenial" at~
mosphere here. One teacher noted
that the students he has taught
here so far aren't really
"stimula ting" ; he has to "really
dig" ~o get them to ask questions.
as well have found a reticence in
Bridgewater students for talking in
class discussions. Of course this
wouldn't be complete without some
student say ... Comments range
from "I can't understand him" to
"Fantastic .. .fantastic". These are
some of the more interesting
remarks made about the new
faculty members:
Dr.D'Alarcao--"Who,? Oh, Peter
Sellers." "What!" "He looks like
Peter Sellers." "He's the most
patient teacher I've ever had and
BELIEVEme,with me you gotta
be patientt" .
Mr .. Culver--"Aw,he's'ah6t
shitrHereallyknowshis ,histor-y
too."
Mr. Lupton--"He's crummy." "He
is absolutely fantastic!"
Dr. Sumner--HYou' know; for the
first time in my life l understand
what chemistry is allabout."
"Hmmm me. too." HHtnmm me
too!' "Hmmm me too.;'
.
Dr. Apstein--"She'sreally good."
"Yes?" "Yea, but she really
makes you work! God, does she! "
"But she's still good."
.
Dr. Barbara Holt Apstein,
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR who
teaches Engli~h composition and
Library classics of Western

CiVilization, has been an assistant University. and at Ohio State recipient of a post-doctoral Assistant in the Health and
professor at John Jay College in University.
fellowship at Johns Hopkins Physical Education Department
Dr. George H. Horner serves at University. He has been Assistant where she will be concerned with
New r:-ork City for the past year, a
teachmg assistant at Hunter Acting Chairman of the An- Professor at State University of classes in modern dance and
College, an instructor at Shoreline thopology Departmenthere. He New York in Albany for the past movement. She received her B. A.
College in Seattle, Washington, a has studied at Wheaton Cpllege, five years.
and M. A. from the University of
lecturer at City College, New York. Illinois for his B. S., at Columbia
Professor James W. Mueller is West Virginia and has done further
She received her Ph. D. in English University for his M. A. and at the here as an Assistant Professor in work at the University of
from City University, New York. Sorbonne, Paris, France for his Anthropology and archaeology. He Wisconsin and the Tuscon Creative
Dr. Milton 1. Boyle, Jr. comes Doctor de Universite Letters. His received his B. A. from Rutgers Dance Center.
She has been
to us as Director of the Division of areas of interest--cultural an- University and his M. A. from the serving part time at BSC up until
Humanities. He received his Ph. thropology, archaeology and University of Arizona where he has this fall.
D. in Old Testament Studies and linguistics--have taken hirr served as a graduate assistant in
N.ear Eastern Language and through Africa on a Carnegie teaching: For the past two years'
Mr. Thomas C. Wolpert is an
LIterature from Boston University. ,grant.
he's been an archaeologist for the Instructor
in
Elementary
H.e has come from Curry College, . Professor. Donald Ray Johnson Museum of Northern Arizona.
Education. He received his Ed. M.
MIlton,Mass. where he was an IS an ASSIstant Professorir
Professor Paul Prescott is an from the University of New
Assistant to the President.
English. He received his B. A. anc Assistant Professor in Methods Hampshire and is a doctoral
Mr. Jaime M.· Calderon, In- M. A. at the University of Hawaii in and
Materials in Special candidate at B. U. He has been
structor in Sociology, has been an Honlulu and has been working on Education. He holds degrees from Instructor part time in Kingston,
Assistant Professor for the past his doctorate at the University of B. D., Boston State College, and Fall River, New Bedford, Mass.
year at La Universidad San An- Wisconsin. He has taught at both Boston College.
and was also the principal of EI
dres, La Paz, Bolivia. He received of these universities and also at
Professor Steven M. Sanders is Salvador Elementary School in EI
his B. A. degree from Macalester Southwood College, Salemburg, an. Assistant Professor in Salvador, Chile after which he
College in St. Paul, Minn., his M. A. North Carolina.
PhIlosophy here. He's taught at devoted a year to travelling the
from Suny, Buffalo, New York. He
Mr. John W. Lucas is an Ih- the Umversity of Miami (Coral world.
Mrs. Margaret M. Jewett (Mrs.
is currently working on his doc- structorin Spanish. He received Gables) and at the University of
torate.
his degrees in Spanish and In- North Carolina (Chapel Hill) David G.) fills a newly-founded
Dr. Drake C. Chisholm joins us ternational Relations from Boston where he has been working on his position here at BSC, that of
Director of Information Services.
as. Assistant Professor in University. For the past year he's Ph. D.
He has been a been teaching at Curry College.
Mr. Henry Santos is new to ESC She has been women's editor of the
psychology.
laboratory supervisor of individual
Mr. Chester G. Lupton with an as an Instructor in piano. He has i BOSTON AMERICAN columnist
research projects and a lecturer in . M. A. from Brown University and a been the Director of Women's Glee on the BANGOR (Mai~e) DAILY
general psychology at the B. A. from Harpur College, ~lub at BSC while .serving as piano NEWS, radio commentator,
U:niversity.of Mass. where he got Binghampton,. New York (both in Instructor at Perkm School for the Director of Public Relations at
hIS M. A. ill learning Psychology pSY<7hology) IS an Instructor in Blind.
Yankton College, South Dakota
and his Ph. D. in Physiological psychology here. He comes to us
Dr. Kenneth Sumner, also not a and occasionally departs from her
Psychology.
.
from Salve Regina College, complete newcomer to BSC, has role as journalist to that of artist.
Mr. David M. Culver is an In- Newport, R. 1.
been serving part time and is now Mrs. Jewett has an intense interest
structor in .~istory here.
He
Professor. Leo McGuirk,. an an . Assistant Professor
and
r.e'ceivedbbth'hls M. A. and his Ph; alumnus of Bridgewater State Chemistry. He
So
D, .fr.om..Bost.Qn.Uuiv'e.tSity,·.
..'
where he>received his
in
.
he specialized in American urban
completely
a
and American social history. He torate at Boston College. While Medical Center,
devoted her time to painting
has been teaching at Northeastern new in his position as Assistant York.
in
Educational
Professor Servando Tijerina, portraits .. Some of her paintings
University for the past four years. Professor
. Dr. Hugo .. T.D'Alarcao is an Measurements,Methods and Assistant in Spanish, comes to us are presently hanging in rooms
AssQ:eiat~""prof~ssor. .' in Materials in Secondary Educatioll, from Boston College and Harvard #205, #206, #207 in the SU.· In her
role as Director of Information, "
n:latl1~maties here. . has taught he. 'has Qee,n .serving as ·an. In- Extension Comm. in Cambridge.
;at tne University. of' Nebraska, structQr.. In .. Res~arch . . . and He has studied at the University of her job is to acquaint the
UMass,·StateUniversity 'of New Evaluation'«:at.'BSC faptlie past 'Central Venezuela, the University ·surrounding ·area with what is
.
•. . .
of Texas, Stanford University and going on here.'
. York and the University of Chile year. .
Dr. Florian A. Muckenthaler is a candidate for a Ph. D. at
Santiago, Chile.
'
Mr. Paul Francis Wright is here
.
as Assistant to the Dean of
Miss Joan Hausrath is an art joins us as Assistant Professor in Harvard.
Dr. Thomas R. Turner is' ·an Graduate School. He received his
instructor here at' BSC. She's genE)tics anci zo.ology.· He received
taught at both the highschool and his .doctorate from Catholic Instructor in History. He comes to B. A. from the University of
Toronto.
.
of' America us from Boston University..
the college levIs at Euclid Senior University
Pr()fessorCoraWells is' an
High School, the Bowling Green Washington, D.C. and w'a~

He

Glee· Clubs· & Chorale Join
Celebration For Christmas
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KENT STATE
CHARGES DROPPED

by Debie Shryock
Ravenna, Ohio (CPS)-- On a
recommendation from the Attorney General of Ohio, William
Brown, the remaining twenty
indictments of the Kent 25 have
been dropped due to lack of
evidence.
George Jenkins, assistant to the
Attorney General said, "The endictments were dropped on a legal
basis, not on a moral or emotio al.
one. The decision of Mary Helen
Nocholas' trial had a substantial
effect on the decision." Nichols
was acquitted Tuesday, Dec. 7, in
Revenna court.
.
"There is nothing we can do in
relation to the five trials that have
taken place. People that have
been found guilty or have pleaded
guilty are obviously_ guilty. Any
more actions concerning them will
be up to the defendant and to the.
court." The five who have been
tried are: Jerry Rupe, charged
with arson, assault on a fireman,
interfering with a fireman, and
first degree riot--- he was convicted
oninterfering with a fireman;
Peter Bliek, charged with burning
an uninhabited building and first
degree riot--acquitted; Mary Shub,
charged with first degree riot and
attempting to burn an equipment
shed--found guilty of second degree
riot; Thomas Sogleson, charged
with first degree riot and interfering with a fireman--found
guilty of first degree riot; and
Mary Helen Nicholas, who was
charged with interfering with a
fireman and was acquitted.
Reactions to the Tuesday, Dec. 7
announcements were for the most
part happy and hopeful.

Arthur Krause, father of Allison
killed at Kent State May 4,
1970, said "I thank the Lord those
twenty people will no longer have
to live under the umbrella of fear.
I hope and pray justice will have
mercy on those who have pleaded
gUilty. This proves the judicial
system does work." Bill Slocum,
Kent State student body president,
commented "We are beginning to
turn the tide of injustice. Dropping
the indictments made sense in
view 6f actions in federal courts.
The next issue is convening a
federal grand jury to investigate
unresolved problems."
Tom Lough, KSU sociology
professor and one of the Kent 25,
expressed his joy saying, "It is
very good news. After eighteen
months of being in an unpleasant
state of mind and situation our
K~ause,
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WAT ERCO LO R'S!
Outdoor scenes, still lifes and

portraits by American and
European artists are on view
through February in "Twentieth
Century Watercolors" at the
Museum of Fine Arts. The works,
mostly painted before 1950, are by
such well-known artists as Homer,
Sargent, Marin, Avery, Nolde,
Signac and Beckmann.
A variety of landscapes and
seascapes range from the
task now is to continue to set things luminous clarity of a lush Bermont
right. We must startto mend the
scars this traversity of justice has river valley by Edward Hopper to
created."
the more calligraphic Maine
ToBillArthrell, a KSU senior coastline of Marin conceived
and one of the 25 endicted, said, "I primarily in wintery· greys,
am naturally happy with
the browns, black and white. ,
charges. being dropped, but I still
Several. artists took advantage
of the freedom of the medium to
cannot forget all they have taken experiment with different modes of
away: 4 dead, 9 wounded 25 en- expression. Theunusual, almost
dicted without sufficient evidence, abstract "Rocky Shore, Bermuda"
endictmentshanging over our by Winslow Homer and a Corfu
heads for over a year
like
guillotines ready to come down. I landscape by John Singer Sargent,
cannot be too happy because they both painted in the early· years of
have taken away twenty miles and the century, are freer in handling
and suggest possible new diredgiven us back two inches."
But to summarize most tions in the later work of these two
artists.
student's feelings one sophomore
One of the most pleasing aspects
said, "I am too happy to talk. I·
didn't think that justice would of the exhibition is the
juxreally ever happen."
taposition and interrelationship of
the works on display. A purely
French scene by Paul Signac for
example appears next to' "West
Church. Boston" by Maurice
Pendergast. Both have colorful
mosaic-like surfaces but variations

gathermgs for "IdentifIcatIOn
purposes" has created brisk
..
controverSIes at South Western
Texas State University.
A letter appearing in the
University Star last week claimed
that Campus police had recently
placed an order with the university
news service for the printing of 200
photographs taken at a November
peace rally.
Billy Birdwell, the student who
printed the photos, said that it was
a close estimate to say that there
were 200 photos printed. He said
that he was told to print them on
8X10 paper large enough to see the
people's faces for identification
p rposes. He said that if anyone
took part in the rally, then they
probably had their pictures for
they were shooting at all . anles.
Campus Security Police' Chief
Bill Maddox, an ex-FBI agent, at
first denied that any photos had
i?een taken: "What photos.".
Quickly dropping that stance,
Maddox expressed anger that his
photo-taking policies had been
made public and stated that next

it would no't be found out.
Maddox went on to say, when
asked what was done with the
pictures. "Iwon't tell you." Asked
why two .copies of each were
printed and if any had been sent ot
other police agencies he replied
that "It was for me to know, and
for you to find ouL"
Student Senator Bill Boe said
that he had talked to University
President Jones about the photos,
and the President was not aware of
Chief Maddox's actions concerning
the pictures.
Among the photos that Maddox
had printed was that of State
Senator Joe Bernal. Senator
Bernal is Chairman of Federal
Programs and Relations; Vice
Chairman of. Priveleges and
Elections; and a member of the··
following committees: Constitutional Amendments; county,
district and urban affairs;.
E d u c a tio n ;. I n t e r s tate
Cooperation.; Legisaltive,
Congressional and
Judical
Districts; Military and. Veterans
Affairs; Public Health; State
Department and Institutions; and
youth Affairs.

LEON RUSSELL &
MARC BESINO IN

·Back Again

ConirieRciosEwelt or Clementine·
Brown, Te. 267-9300, ext. 221 or 220.

SUCCESSFUL

and images expressed are clear,
PEACE CORPS
realistic and direct. Like post
Wor ld War I poetry in Germany,
AUCTlt
these lyrics are· designed. to shock
us into the world of reality, ;These
HE SU .ballroom. A
Mon' l Wed./ Fri., 12 .; 4·p.ri'l.
are not the words ofa romantic.
people from the' town. and college
Tues-.,
10 a.m.·~ 3 p.m.
Acouple 0, the. songs. just ·do not began to filter in. At 10: 00 the bids
fit into this album, "Salty Candy"
beganon a camera outfit, with the
Thurs' l ·6:30.~p.m . .. 10·p.m.
does not have the tune to carry the voice of the auctioneer,Mr.
lyrics and "When You Wish Upon Thomas Lee, an instructor in the
a Fag" seems hastily conceived
AV Department, being broadcast
and trite .. The rest of the hits are throughout the Union.
r
good. "Ballad for a Soldier'" and
Items included roller skates, ski·
"Down on the Base" and "Sweet boots,chairs, grape scissors, books
Home Chicage" (Graham ~ash (at 5¢a piece), irons,toasters, a
take note) are all of. the .type dining room set, a bureau, a desk,
previously mentioned and' all are paintings, nicknacks, and a variety
excellent. "Hello Little Friend" of other items.
and L"Lady in Waiting" are
The auc.tion was highlighted
notable for the style in which each when' Dorothy Lane, a club ,
is done, the first in a "live" per- member:, dresse,d up in awedcling . The Menorah Club had au·again. The flaSK-or olrwas only
formance style, and the second a gown, carrying a ladies'. blue excellant. turnout for its annual enough to burn. one day, but
little .beyond Russell's reach handbag, and rolled around on a Chanukah party, Which was held miraculously it burned for eight
.
vocally .. "Straight Brotherft. is the pair. of roller skates, alLof which Tuesday morning in Tillinghast days.
.'
Reception Hall. Guest speaker was
Thus Jews commemorate this
best cut on the album. It has the were donated.
It was a lot fun for students and Rabbi David Werb from Temple miracle by lighting candles each
. music and lyrics and the performance to be comparedwith any townspeople, and a financial Beth Emmanual .in· Brockton. night for eight nights. This iis a
success· foJ." the Peace Corps RabbiWerb spoke flbout the origin very joyous occasion.
other groups [jest.
The o~ Chanukah - " The Festival of. Following the Rabbi's speech
Piano and· drums predominate .Partnership Program.
. .
Mike Tesler,presid~nt~f the club,
. instrumentally as does
Leon money, over $200, will pay for LlghTtsh1.'s'··
construction
material
to
build
a
festival
orlgmated
demonstrated the lIghtmg of the
Russell
vocally.
The
sound
is
not
1 nt
. .
school
house
in
an
underdeveloped
tho~sands
of
years
ago
when
the
candles.
...
former partner; although he has· as intricate as some groups are,
country
..
The
remainder
of'
the'
SYrI~ns attempted, to wipe ?ut
Jewish
delicacies
were served,
as
simple.
It
has
the
feel
of
nor
is
it
recorded two solo albums; "Marco
items will be donated to the JudaIsm bydesecratmg the JeWIsh such as potatoe pancakes and
a
live'
performance,without
the
Benno" and "Minnows". Perhaps
Salvation Army.
_
Temples and setting up.idols in the traditional wines.
overproduction that many rely on.
the. two have decided that this
Anyone interested in any of the temples. The Jews .~athered ·~he officer~. of the club are.:
This
is
music
by
a
farnily.
of
people·
would be an opportune time to put
remaining items may contact Judy to~ether, ~efea ted the. Synans, a~d. PreSl?ent - MIke TeslerViceout another album of old cuts,' who are doing what they like to do "Camonalli, c/o the COMMENT.
t~led ~o pIck upthe ~leces ?f their PreSIdent - Paula Kovetsky
and
are
offering
it
to
you
to
like
it
Russell to cash in on his current
lIves m order to begm agam. The Secretary
Lillian - Annet
itb them. . This record is well
success, and Benno to have his
Bible states that there must be an Treasurer - Mike Waserstein
~orth getting any way you can.
MATH
CLUB
name seen in good company again.
The Menorah Club would like
eternal light burning within the
All of the songs are written by
temple at all times. The Jews to thank all who made this event
Pianu and drums predommate
Leon Russell, with Marc Benno instrumentally as .does
~he ~ath Club has .be~n in searched until they found a little possible, and thanks again to all
Leon·
assisting on six of them. You can Russell vocally.' The sound is not actIOn thIS semester. Earberm the bottle of oil with which they might who came· to the party;
hear Benno in them if you know as intricate as some groups are, year a group of students attended start the eternal light burning SEA SONS
College Conference at
.
. .. . . . . .
I
where to look, but they are all nor is it as simple. It has the feel of sState
I G. RE ET' N G ~
molded in to Leon Russell. Four of .a live performance, without the Westfield State College and an turn came when they beat the
NCTM Confer ence at Boston. Due students 2 - l i n a non- majors. All math majors are in-·
the cuts belong to a type genre tlVerpro«;luction that m~ny rely on.
quaintly known as "protest songs" .. This is music by a famIly of people to the competitive spitit among the mathematical college bowl. A vited to a Christmas geHogether
But unlike many of what passed. who are doing what they like .to ~o . faculty, a volleyball game and· a speaker on math recreation and on THURSDA Y,Dec. 16, in the SU ,
for statements on the conditions of and are offering it to you to lIke It basketball gamewas held, with the games ideas is· scheduled for the· and we're sure that the faculty will
them. This record is well students swamping' thefaculty.n~rfuture.~ This is of benefit to want ·~rematch in the athletic
modern American life, they are with
worth getting anyway you can.
both times. However, the faculo/'s both·· elementary ed/ and 'm,atll" competition.
anything but honky. The words

Asylum Choir Back Again by
Hanus Wicks
Review of "A sylum Choir II" Leon
Russell & Marc Besino
Two and one half years ago,
April 1969 to be exact
Leon
Russell, Marc Benno and some
friends, known collectively as the
Asylum Choir got together and
recorded 10 songs and a little bit of
recording studio talk which they
then proceeded to hide from the
world.
One of the songs, "Hello Little
Friend" was leaked out by the
notorious Joe Cocker who
- popularized it later that year. But
the remainder of the recordings
remained carefully hidden until
just recently someone Ellsberged·
the lot of them and cast them out
for public screening under the
original and catchy title "Asylum
Choir II".
Meanwhile, Russell and Benno
ahev parted company. Russell has
acheived some popularity with his
group The Shelter People, while
Benno has managed to obscure
hiIl\selfeven more so than when he

BAGELS
BLINTZE·S/
& WINE

r
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to send little Ciel to college so she
could find a husband. Well--Iook at
me. Look at me, will you? What
good did it do? Do I look engaged
to you? Look at my left hand.· Do
you see an engagement ring?
Even a ring mark? As naked as
Adam-if I could only find Him.
What's wrong with me? Why can't
I get a man?"
"You mean 'old man," I interrupted.
"I don't like old men."
"No no no. You've got to learn
to talk WITH it."
"With what? I should learn to
talk? $1,500 they spend on braces
It's not the shaggy hair nor the a?al~st, I am a profound ?om- and he's telling me I don't know
<
by Herman Kahn
in favor of creating "balanced - bell bottoms nor the love beads nor bmatlO.n of Jocast~ and OedIp~s, how to talk."
(Director of the renowned economies" by artifici ally supthe tie-dyed shirts that give the searchmg,. searchmg, sea~~hmg
"The student jargon. You've
Hudson Institute, Herman Kahn is porting or protecting national
student his image. It's his mouth. fo~ the r~ght ':,omb. .Say, she got to learn to be hip--or is it hep?
a
futurist,
physicist, industriE:!s.
But the major
The student mouth is a complex SaId'aPa~,~mg. Who did you say Well, whatever. Why don't you go
mathematician, and specialist in characteristic of today's economic
creature.
It can shout at you re.
. ..
over to that guy sitting there with
national security affairs. An in- world is that these national
demonstrations, whimper through . I moved on ~~ward a kId sltt~ng his legs crossed and ask him how
ternational lecturer and prolific economies in Europe and Japan do
Love Story, gasp in horror at the I~ a yoga pO~lhon contemplatmg Felix ix. Ask him if he's got an old
atrbcities of war. But none of these hIS .navel, WhICh he referred to as lady. Maybe you two can, ah,
writer, he has authored such books not represent "pieces" of global
as On Thermonuclear War, economy based on comparative
gives us away as students. It's the FelIx.
groove together"
Thinking About the Unthinkable. advantage;
they
represent
Meaningful Dialogue--the zig-zag
"w~ere i.s it at, li;tle belly "Well, what the hell," she said,
The Year 2000, On Escalation: potentially dirctly competitive
big talk and the spaced-out small butto~. It IS at where. Whe~e getting up.
"It doesn't cost
Metaphors and Scenarios. and The "balanced" industries serving
talk--that makes the student what. ~here whateve:, that s anything. Thanks," she said, and
mouth--from tooth to lip--the what.
GIve me meamng. Say then added "Daddy-o"
Emerging Japanese Superstate.) major markets.
An issue which will affect the
The world economy is thus
unique organ it is.
~omething, beca~se ~ am really The kid and Cec~lia were
lives of all of us during the next few evolving into what one might refer
Being a mouthy student, I mto yo~, o~ na~el 0 mme. Soeak to married two weeks later in one of
years will be the evolution of the to as a multipolar and partially
decided to investigate the subject. me FelIx: HIS ,~t~mach gro~le~ those terribly Now weddings in
I decided to get right to the throat and he grmned. ~I~ht 0!1' FelIx. ,Central Park. Cecelia wore gold
world economy. There will be competitive economic world where
of the problem. I asked a student
A ~roup of mmi s~Irts were lame Correges Boots. Felix froze
changes which are likely to prove the U.S. domestic economy is but
what he perceived student sta~dmg around talkmg about his navel off. Ciel's father is
surprising, and for Americans one of several mass economies
language to be.
theIr ho~e ec clas~. Su~denly a buying him a new one.
possibly even a little disconcerting. with not too dissimilar economic
The university student of today. if bases or mixes. As the Japanese
"The stud lingo? Man, that l~~ge bOIsterous gIrl-- WIth ~en"What are you doing here'?" a
he enters business or industry, is and European economies, in
went out with the fifties. Rapping sitive eyes--£ushed ~er way m~o bespectacled, be-bearded fellow
likely to find himself working for a particular, increase their
isn't where it's at, man. It's a big the cr0":V d . Hey, SIsters: Let s said, grabbing my are. "Why are '
capacities,
the
head trip_ And you've got to have a ha~e a lIttle g.roup dy?amlCS here. you wasting your time when
new kind of enterprise which can productive
playa role in the late 20th century possibilty for major economic
good head in order to have a good A lIttle. meamngful dIalogue: My there's a war going on, killer?
.
.
Af'
near-revolutionary in its economic dislocation vis-a-vis the United
mouth. .Dig,? Got the scene? It's a .name
t
tIS. Betty1 and my
d prImary People are s t arvmg
m
rIca,
impact.
States increases. I would argue
regular high."
III eres IS. peop
. ted
I' e. An , of course, glutton. Women are d"Iscnmma
h
The basic ~tructural changes that this evolution aiso makes it
Suffering from a regular low, I t e on-gomg lfe. process. We've
.
h
...
.
taking place in the world,'s encreasingly likely that the
decided that perhaps the best way got to get organized, sisters. Let's agamst, c auymist pIg. EducatIO,n
to . investigate student language have a little intense on-going rap ne~ds ~eformm~, d?~my ..T~ere s
economy today can be described as multipolar· economic world will
"ipternationalization" and a "shift evolve a new synthesis: that is, as
was to ooserve it. I wangled session here. You're all good Crime ~n our bIg cI~les,. cnmmal.
from the U.S." The center. of the chances increase for major
myself an invitation to the Student heads. Now get it together."
Th~phght of the mIgrant worker,
·
".
't'
hI
...
f
d'
t
L'l'fe'Seml'nar Workshop par'ty and
"Um" said· the small blonde rae·lsm, .t~e drug problem. And
pro dliC t lve. economlcgravl y IS pro emS arIsmg rom· nee
. ,
you're s tt g he
t
t n
t
h'ft .from the U.,
S compe t't'
. 1 or
picked. up· a few' mouthy
coed
"I' made a. relevant
1m
re a I -apomted
I?ar y. out
. .
0 s 1
I Ion be tween natIona
. tid'-bits
'
th ..h
' .blouse ,'But
so are you,"
begmmng
(and Soviet. UmonO to Europe, regional economies, so do\ the
there.
.
eot er day. WIth a peace SIgn of
"That' d'ff
t" h
'd'
Japan, Pacifie,. Asia, .and to an pressures increase for evolving a
I walked through a beaded the left shoulder ... "
.
"Th"
s I e~en,
.e sal ;,
inereasip.g ~ degree. Ohil}C\., riIlatin ne.w stabipity based on the shift in
doorway and introduced ;myself to
"Hello," I said to a sad-lookiI;l
IS IS m
a
e.
America and even elsewhere. ecenomic power. ,And I would bet
~. tall, skim~y, pock-~~rked girL '. girl,~itting ona pillow.uT~",.
.
. .0udoinghere?~,People
Moreover, this physical establish- dil a successful·Byrrttm'Sts:~''''·..~--- ""'~~~~IAe a:pre, f'il'\J;:z,,, T i'~\~!l hlm~!'(h WtarI4e~?" I us @i ~1-"".·"'<l:pe';stal'ving>ll>iltftWm.~I!JIl!IiIJll!iI"lr
ment of industry in foreign lands J synthesis.
0 am
, you as.
s e
.
"Far out man" the kl'd an"No"
,
,urn like well
often retains a foreign or uggesting that the U.S.,while still
as ke d . "I cou ld te II you I ' In
.
swered "Like
multinational --. often U.S. -- cor- in a dominating position as comDelores Shlumple. That's true.
"You want to get?"
like y;know gr~ovy' 'wo";' 1ik~
. d
True, I am,D e1ores ShlumpIe. Yes. _""Not really. 'i' "
"
entlty. Thus U.S. m
ustryd
pare t0 0 ther countr"les, IS no
"
man,
like I can't,
relate. It's a, real
porate 1°d'
abroad is often called "economic longer in the unique position where
Yes. You ve probabley already
.1 knew .It;, ReJ~ctIon once bummer and like all that but
guessed: of. the famous .!\fewark agam, Ce,c;eha, s?ecned aloud to' wow .. ."
,
colonialism"
This is not its major industries are largely
I had had enough. Between all
unreasonable; although it is not immune to serious competition and Shlumplefamlly. Some people call herself. , $15,000 It cost Mom and
true that these industries are displacement. In this respect it is me Dee. But who am I R;EALLY? Daddy to send me to school--:-that's the relevance and relating the
"tools of the American govern- now no different from other I am the sun. I am, the moon. I am room and boar~ and tuition, books head trips and the dead trips, I
ment,H or the rever13e, that "the countries. Presumably this need a strange concoctIOn of whatever cloth~s, and pIlls: "':'hat doesn't decided to like split. I marched
American government is a tool of not change anything very' funyou want me to be and what I am even Include the nose Job, the hair right out of the party to the beat of
these industries," or even that damentally, since almost all
not and what I would like to be. I transpla.nt the dermatologist's bills a different bummer.
there is usually a flagrant ex-' countries have had to be like this.
am my famous father's daughter andgettmg my ears pierced, which
ploitation of th~ country where But it is a new role for the U.S. and
and he is my son .. I am a complex is. already sending Daddy to the
these industries .~re.established. likely to arouse certain fears. One
of complexes. According to my poor house." She straightened out
Nonetheless companies today ,are is a serious tendency towards
.
. her St.Laurentehemise. "All that
definitely American in terms of protectionism.
I ,think, though, that we will,
values, outlooks t attitudes, .and
interests. This, I think, is going to m.
change.
,k,though, that we will escape
.. ~
The basic pattern that is c slowing of
emerging is.<Ql1ein which the. world economic expansion which
multinatiqnal .:coInppJny.' produces' protectionism could bring about. I
Jor horrie :markets in foreign ~~~ r~ther~, .•an . optimist about
sub~idhlries where. production~xpa~si911i':nQthecause I believe a
~costs .are lower. 'This,obviously osgrowmg'w?rIdGNPis ,always and
"~ock.iIill,N.C. (CPS)-Cletnsonpossessions, including 10.47 and a back,he ihstalled the light and he
· ;ole;u lip jncrease pressures fornecess~:rily: good:in itself, but Un~verslty men haveg~ne to great wrist watch. He was also allowed and the two other boys decided to
protection on thepart-of the host I:>ecause, the greater part . of the lengths to date' Winthrop '. 'girls ):lis one. phone call. Although he g. et some sleep and try to get the
countrieS. But it also likely to .~evelopiD:g 'W~tld still badly needs. before, but never has one. had so 'could .not -get a call through to his b
.
increasepressuresforwor}iing out mdustry, 'goQds,jobs, and. the much trouble as Bill Lewin;' a sister.' in California, the police oy (Lewm) out the next morning.
.
refused to let him to call home They slept in a churchyard out in
solutionst() common pr~ble11;ls. Asco.nomic benefits which we in the CleIl:lson freshman.
·these - compa:nies t 'grow hi, im- West have so~Iong enjoyed in such
.
;Lewin and thre~fJ:iends, Hubert aga:in. He was allowed to call a' the country.
portance in term.s of their influence ·;l.s.f.Qnisl1ingii,bUndance.
Ab~ams, Ga.ry Friar I and Mitchell' Rock Hill bondsman, whose wife dri~;~eba~~s~o n;~:n!~~: f!mh~:i~gr
,on worldwide p:t:0d~ction,and in:. . for this;·it Seems to me that the Kmght; went to the Rock Hill, answered the phone. Lewin stated' ..
'. .
their .... marketing',>:" financial;.multinatiollalc,orporation, -- for all S()~th Ca~olina,' w?men'scollege that, ?fter explaining his' CIty )all, they talked ~o Lewm who
d'
-"t h '---k cfTi"-- . told them to call hIS father and
technological, etc. capabilities, uf the troubled' issues of trymg to fmd last mmute dates on a'
pt·re IcaHmetn , She ase
~m t~e have him wire the $100 baiL The
night
.
they should play 'an increasingly sovereignty and national economic Saturday
. . . . ..
.
Ime. e 0 ld er2:30. She saId moneyarr' d b t
h
d
.
, dominant . role . in"' international indepe!l<ien.~e·it 'raises ---. can prove
Ive a ou an our an
They met som Wmthrop gIrls at "That's right" Then h h . .' .
~ e ung up. one half later.
a. ·rev'olti~Op.ry 'ihstitution in. th~ a nightclub and'.as the 1a m . t ... 'd'h'"
· economic relations.. 'Saturday, after the f~ur.
One majorda!lger,is, of course, Iat~29t~'eentl1ty: It seems to me curfew neared, started back . bOloeril~ saIsan~w~s :lven a cell, a
toward Winthrop College. Since
1g
... w~c,and
a stUdents had returned to Clemson
:thattheU:S~ :~-' tl1egrea~ advocate toe most. ~fficieritmeans in the
tabdespoontofmstant coffee, a cup; Lewin decided to let the matt.er'
of free trade measures in the past w.orld foday. for' ·transferring they made it back in plenty.of time , an
no wa e r 'd b '
.
n e, ut student government
two decades -- will no longer take capital,tecbriology, knowledge, Lewin and his date took the scenic . Meanwhile' b
tour
of
the
campus,
ending
up
at
a
Mitchell
K .' htaCk at \ylJ!throp, leaders talked him into letting
this pOSition. It is little wonder that and working, skills to the
nI~h was slttmg m them get a lawyer and fighting the
.L ..,
the U.S. has been a willing cam- developing countries. For all of building under construction
Curiosity killed the cat: they L:~~~': ~:. ris en he was t~ld of case. James
Irwin of Rock Hill
paigner for free trade.
Our our efforts these last three decades
economic advantages have been so to find the right methods to develop saY,--or at least put him in jail. up AbramsPando~r;::ent, ~~l PI~~~d was contacted, and he agreed to
lar, s 1 a
e take t~e case~
great over the last three decades the Third World, it seems to me Shortly after Lewin and his date ni htclub a d
' n returned to Rock . Durmg the trial last Monday,
that -- had there really been un- that hthe multinational cor~ began their investigation of the HITL
As he drove in t o
.
CIty Rec.order's Court Judge
ferrered trade -- it would have been poration has already proved the uncompleted building, the campus
an American world in a much more best. Simply by applying its own security force arrived on the at the jail the por the par~l~'t~ot George GIll found Lewin guilty
fundamental sense than it is or has criteria of productive adbantage scene. Lewin's date was taken to for a burdt out he~~~i:~~e;,~ /m a~d s.tated . that he couldn't allow
been. It also. would have been a and profit it can bring net the dorm. Lewi~ was arrested and was $15 and L . h d e me 100termg wl~h a Winthrop student
much more integrated and unified economic gain to the world. The escorted to the Rock Hill city jail. brought out of ~~m . l~ t tOl be to go unpUnished. Lewin was not,
world eeonomy.
new businessman .finds himself
At the town security facilities, Mitchell $10 of t~! ~1~ 0 A~tn hoyvever, furh~her fined or imIn fact, for annmber of reasons, with new horizons -- beyond those Lew~n, "Yho had not b~en info.rmed Mitchell had walked to a~ all ni ~~ pns?ned, and h~s $10~ was retur~ed
the free world chose to reject this of his national borders, but also, it of hIS nghts, was. fIngerprmted, service station,' sixteen blo~ks to hm~, t~e .mght III Rock HIll's
kind of interdependence with may be, beyond purely economic P?otographed for police files, and away, bought a headlight and pen~l.mshtutI?n had been deemed
American commercial dominance b'orders and interests as well.
dIvested
of
his <personal
walked walked the sixteen m'l
_
1 es suffICIent pUnIshment.
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GO DIRECTLY TO JAIL;
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PO'PULATION
INCREASE·
THE WHOOPING
CRA'NE!

the nesting site depends on space
requirements for each species.
The outlook of the Audubon
research was bleak in contrast to
Wight's optomism. Reports from
over 1500 field observers from
every state and providence- in the
U.S. and Canada indicate that
"with few exceptions, there has
been a continual overall decline in
the hawk and eagle population."
, Declines in these species have
been attributed to he fact of the
effects of DDT and other pesticide
vironmental and ecological
balance will
require healthy
residues, loss of habitat for 'by Dr.
According to a recent governnesting, and most recently, the' Jonas ::lalk
people to restore, maintain and
( Aphysician and' research contribute to environmental health
ment Wildlefe study, North
. possibility of mercuric chloride
scientist for maore than thirty and species health.
America's largest 'bird, the
poisoning.
Additionally, .large
years, Dr. Jonas Salk gained world
The burden of pathology in man,
whooping crane, is winning its
numbers of hawks, owls, and as
recognition in 1954 with his psychologically and sociologically
battle for survival. On the verge of .
was wel'l-noted
recently in
development of the celebrated Salk as well as physically "'and enextinction in the 1940's
the
Wyoning, eagles are still being
Vaccine for the prevention of vironmentally will, unless limited,
whooping population in the wild
shot, despite the fact that it is
polio. The recipient or-the Criss will become even more 4 nb earable
illegal in most states.
now numbers about 60. The census
Award in 1955 and the Lasker and will divert resourses and
of the birds reached its lowest
The report stressed that the
Award in 1956, he served as
energy from the processes for
point in recent years, when only
most severly threatened of all the
director of the Salk Institute for maintaining and augmenting
fourteen were counted in their
birds of prey, and already extinct
Biological Studies from 1957 to health. Not only in the United
as a breeding species in the norspecial winter refuge area on the
1963, and is presently continuing States but the world over, the cost
Texas Gulf Coast. An exact count
. theast, is the prized Perigrine
his research in the Salk Institute of of tre~ting and counteracting th'e
of the present. population will be
Falcon, now becoming extrem.ely
San Diego, Cal.)
effects of disease- in all of its
taken when the burds arrive for
scarce throughout North Amenca.
Although still concerned with manifestations physiologically,
the winter at Aransas National
Only one or two nesting pairs are
problems of disease, I have psychologically and sociologicallyWildlife Refuge.
reported in the Audubon rport.
become more and more mindful of _ and of restoring health--· is
While it was never exactly
A governmental boost at the
known' how many of the birds
federal level for the birds chances . health not merely a condition of colossal.
As important as it is to limit
of survival may be on the way. . freedom from disease, but as a
existed, biologists do know that at
one time they ranged over much of
Several protection bills have been. state of being that must be actively population size, to arrest polution
sustained.
and to establish a healthy and
the continent, from the Artic to
proposed, including H.R. 10482,
Because of the increased means ecological balance between man
Central Mexico, and from the
which would farther extend the
that now exist· for reducing the .and the planet-- something more
Rockies to the Atlantic. As man
Bald Eagle Act would provide
incidence of many diseases and of will be needed. It will also be
gradually encroached on the
protection to all ?awks ~nd owls
premature death,. there is more necessary
to have healthy,
h b't t lands their
numbers
and related specles, whIle . c.onopportunity than ever for main- balanced, constructive people as
a 1a
h ' int of vertual e x - .
. . tinuing to permit others. actIvIty,
s?ra~k to t e po
1'5OUgias fir is considered rare ~n including the sport· of falcony.
taining and enhancing health. As practioners for the developmen~ of
t
the cranes an the Oregon Coast Range and IS
Passage of either bills however,
tmcItlon d·
individual and collectlve
advances are made in biological the
er
0 save
,
ell
d'
.
g
in
the
b
f
f
rther
n
or
and medical knowledge, it is im- health, each for himself and
effort was launched to find their reporte Y Isappearm
may n~t e necessary or u
pressive to obs'~rve the ordered thereby for others as well. '
mmer restin grounds, their Cascade Range..
protectIon. By early 1?72, the
suo
.
t ~ and their winter
Howard M. WIght, OSU United States and MeXICO are
and balanced complexity of the
We are long away from knowing
the birds were Professor of Wildlife
expected to ratify an amendment control
and
regulatory how to live this way and te need is
a Ita s..
1
y te wilderness directing the student research, IS to the Convention between the
mechanisms in
healthy func- upon us. We must act as if we are
spotte.d m ~h rem~lberta and the hopeful that practices which insure United States and Mexico for the tioning organisms.
not separate from each other, but
a~~a m t~r t~rnest territories In a constant population of the hawks Protection of Migratory Birds and
By analogy, the concept of rather as if we are each part of a.
a Jacen f %u~e
and stu~ted and owls will evol'':Te from t?e Game Mammals. ~he a:n.:~nded health and disease can be applied whole. Even if only for our own
isolate; that few white studies. "People mvolved WIth treaty will extend to SIX famIlIes of
to the organized systems
of health we must be concerned with
Pen or Indians had ever ventured tim~er management and ha:- hawks and owls and 27 other
molecules and of cells of whi~:h,".J:beh~lthof.others. The health of
"4:ffiere:This summer area where vestmg are concerned about theIr
ind~~i~;~~~s; a·~e .C?IU~gse~;a5'~en .. our. spepiesand ' the. health of· the
,v"'as,·';.tQ:'secleti~~."a!11of; WhlCh planet depend on us.
requires··· . predominantly healthy
The means for accomplishing
all the helpful
we can cording to . Assistant Secretary of
parts for health_
this end remains to be developed
eollect."·
the Interior, Nathaniel Reed,
In all living systems the parts and will be done largely by those
Th
. tel' habitat
the
One considered step. that could enactment of the amended inare interdepende{ltly related to the who are as yet uncommitted and
Arka:sas
was established maintain the
of !he ternational treaty
eliminate
whole. Among men, the well being for
whom
unprecedented
in 1937 to protect whoopers and birds, would be to Identify. nestmg the need for any legislatIOn such as
of each is dependent upon the well challenges. exist
for
self
other threatened wildlife. The first sites and le~ve them .undIstt~rbe~ H.R. 10482.
being of others. The closer we are fulfillment. Often the obstacles to
accurate count of Whoopers made by area'loggmg operatIOns. SIze 0
to each other, the more evident it choice and committment exist
is that as each main~ains his own within ourselves; regrettably,they
there, in 1940, showed.-22.adUlts
and 6 young on the refuge or, on
.
.:
health, he also contrIbutes to the also stilI exist for social and
nearby Matagorda Island. The·.
.
health of others. And if others do cultural reasons that need to be
Iikewise,they, in turn, contribute eliminated.
1970 winter count showed 51 adults
. ..
.. . .
to our health.
This is seen in
and 6 young, and a slightly i~. •. ...
.
..
..
...• .
For tjose with constructive,
creased population is expected tins
relation to environmental and creative inclinations, there is
year, Standing five feet tall or
'
ecological problems. Now, we much to be done.
.
must similarly view the personal·
more with a crimson crown, the
..
. . . . ..
health of the individual since enwhooping crane, known for it~
..
..
..
..
..

~u~:a~lOn r~~:ll'

THERE IS

MUCH

TO BE DONE

Ecolp~y

~ ~~~~ s~

~I~uge,

po~ulatI.on

migh~

.
·
.
S
'FR·O.M
OTE
N

ringing, bugle like call,

p~re whIte

except for black tipped wmgs that
spread some seven feet.
While· the ·whooping cranes
. population may b~ ~n t~e. rise·
again, the list of WIldlIfe vI~bms
continues to grow, accordlI~g to
some recent studies by Oregon
State University and the National
Audubon Society.
The Oregon
State research on accipiter hawks
and eagles shows that the birds of
North AIIlerica, the ones that prey,
are gradually slipping towards the
survival danger point.·
The· OSU studies· particularly
showed that unrestricted timber
harvesting practices may upset the
nesting ecology of the birds an?,
subsequently, decrease ~~elr
population. Of the three accIplter
hawk species--Coopers, Goshawk,.
the sharpskin-- the study ~howe?
that the Goshawk is bemg hIt
hardest by til:nber harvesting
because it seeks the most mature
timber for nesting sites.
All accipiter hawks however, have
been affected because they are
forest predators. In fact, the
Audubon research on the Coopers
and the Sharp· shin showed a
continued to decline from the
Appalachian region and a "None
breeding anywhere" report from
the New York State area,
Considered. an endangered
species in Oregon, the Spotted
Owl's problems stem from the fact
that it inhabits only old growth
Douglas Fir stands, preferably on
Nurth facing slopes. Old growth

·'NE S .TO
AIRPLA
. . . .' .
·L·A··N·TS
ENE RG Y.p .. . .'. .
.

.

When lightning strikes, ·are you . Migratihg honey bees from
safe in an airplane? Because Africa may soon disrupt farm and
I
almost an livestock production in the United
mber States reports the December
modern panes are
metal, reports the D~ce . . . SCIENCE DIGEST .. The vicious
SCIENCE DIGEST, ·lIghtmng African bees that sting without

r--------

I.
t
I

.

defects

~~';'"~:e~e~~~~~~:~:!~t~~;in ~Ord{a:Dso~~ea1~!'t:, sf~~a~ 1
e.very5,OOO.to 10,.000 h~ur:n°;J~':sg co~Jttee hasheen formed by the

tIme, ~ausmg pIt?r u
. 'National Research Council of the
.puncture ~ol~~, fusmg of e~ectrlc~l National Academy of Sciences to
parts or Igm.tlOn of the. ~lrc~aft phm methods for controlling them
fueL. ~o~enbal ?angr IS ~e t~~~- in.this country~. In spite of beinga
by a vOldmg flymg t. rou~
menace the bee~) produce up to 80
derstorms, . and ~clenh~~s areercent~ more_, honey· than the
gaining val.uable -mf.ormatIon} by ~omestic Europ~an bee.###
flying speCIally eqUIpped ·p.anes
through
storms
.to ..take
photographs and collect data.###
some
,
scientists arid some legislators
The . parents of battered contend that there are alternatives
children, who· inflict serious to the building of nuclear po~er
physical injury on an estimated plants, but claim they are notbemg
250000 youngsters each year in the explored. In a special report in the
U. 's., do not seem to fall into December SCIENCE DIGEST,
simple categories, reports the these alternaiives--hydroelectric
December SCIENCE DIGEST.
power, sunpower, harnessing the
Studies indicate that severe child tides, geothermal pow~r--are all
abuse crosses social and economic explained. The AtomIC Energy
class lines, and includes a range of Commission and the utility cO¥1pa rents
from
"defini tely panies defend the construction of
schizophrenic" to those who are more nuclear plants while other
adequa'te but "impulsive and groups decry their danger and ask
suffering from marital conflicts or for studies of other ways to meet
identity-role crises." The tragedy growing power needs before we
of child abuse, experts believe, is find ourselves with more nuclear
thatour
so little
protection
is available power thaI} we can handle.1I111I
for
children.
111111
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~.are
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1971 - 72 Varsity Hockey Tealll

Fitstrow: R. Bodio,~Easton; T. St.Thomas, Worcester; J. McCarthy, So. . Third Row: P. Pasciucco, Canton; D. Cobb, Brockton; J. Lawrence,
Hingham; R. Foley, Canton; B. Norman, .Brockton; M,. Bartlett, MarBoston;S. Bo~ham. Norwood; P. Naper; So. Boston; M. Dunphy, Hull;J.
.,",'.
, '.;
, .. ",' . " ". 'shfield; J.Dotol0, Brockton; S.Funk.,Abmgton.
.' "
McKeoDjNatIck.
. ',,'. ,
Sedm~ Row: B'P!irsons, Manager,J..•DuffY~.Quin(jy;: B.Menimen, " Notili;phot6: AsSt.CoachF. CauleYiD. Johnson, Tramer; K. Ottarlano,
Wakefleld;J. Radlgan, Weymouth ;,J;Cel<\nl, Rev.ere;L.Maggio, . Woburn; F. Cun~n, Brockton.
Quincy; S. Banks, Rockland;S.Smith,Braintree; CoachF. R o b e r t s : · , . , " " ,

B.S.C. WOlnen Victorious'
In Crucial Central
Con,necticut Game
45- 38
'1);

WOMEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
HOME GAMES
, FINALS ARE COMING I I

- - - - ' . , ..... _ ...

z::::!!:.~:::::2..------

-

-----.

To All Who Made The JAM SESSION
Last Friday a Success-THANKS!
and Be Looking For a Bigger &

Better One Sometime In February.

WED .. FEB.2 BOSTON STATE 6:00
WED. FEB.9 SPRINGFIELD 6:30
TUES. FEB. 15 WORCESTER 6:30
WED. FEB. NORTHEASTERN 6:30.
TUES. FEB. 29 KEENE STATE 6:30
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Swim. team
•
•
WIns
tri - meet
•

The B.S.C. Varsity Swim
Team defeated Holy Cross and
Lowell Tech last Thursday night to
bring its record up to 2 - 1. Athird
place trophy was also won on
Saturday at the Coast Gaurd Relay
Carnival. B.S.C. carne in third at
Coast Gaurd, with Brown and
Coast Gaurd finishing ahead of
them.
Last Thursday night, with a
capacity crowd on hand, the Bears
soundly defeated Holy Cross 72 - 41,
and Lowell Tech 68 - 45.
Bridgewater jumped Qut to an
early lead winning the 400 yd.
medly relay with Joost, Pelati,
Crotty and Germain. Strong
performances were put in by Bob
Johnston in the 1000 yet free and the
. 500 yd. free, Bruce Morell in the 200
yd. and the 100 yd. free, andD Dan
Beauregard in the required and
optional diving. Beauregard,
Morell and Johnston scored four
first places each, two against each

team. Barry Parenteau won the 200
yd. free, George Fountas won the
50 yd. free, and Tim Joost the 200
yd. backstroke. Good performances were also put in by Joe
Masi, Ross Thompson, Dan
Houghton, Mel Crotty, Bill
Thompson and Ron Bartlett. The
Bears had the meet won before the
last freestyle relay .. New r4cords
were set by Bruce Morell and Bob
Johnston.
Bridgewa ter put on a strong
performance Saturday at the Coast
Gaurd Relays in New London
Conn. Six teams were entered:
Brown, Coast Gaurd, B.S.C.',
W.P.I., Holy Cross, and Keene
Sta te College, The Bears brought
home a third place trophy .. Excellent performances were put in
by Dan Beauregard and Ross
Thompson in diving, George Pela:ti
.~n the breaststroke Dan Hauhgton
m freestyle and Tim Joost in the
backstroke.
.

Co - captains for·the Bears football squad for next year will be
Ed Cauley and Vince Hickey. shown here with last years capmin, Phll LeFavor•. ,

Swimmers Down
Brandeis
Tuesday night the B.S.C. swim
team defeated Brandeis 62 - 50, to
up their record to 3 -I. New records
were set by Barry Parenteau in the
200 yd. freestyle, Bruce Morell in
the 200 yd. 1M, Bob Johnston in the
500 yd. freestyle and Tim Joost in

the 200 yd. backstroke.
B.S.C.'s W6mens team swam
in seperate events against the
Brandeis girls team. In a close
meet that came down to the final
relay, the girls edged out a 48 .. 38

For Gridsters on AIIConference Squad
Four Bridgewa ter gridmen Cauley was selected for the
ha ve been named to the New defensive group.
Bridgewater finished second in
Jj;rlgl~md Football Conference ,Allconfert!m.:e vIay to CUrry College. '
Jim Hackenson Other conference members are
Vince Hickey" and Maine Maritime, Plymouth, .N~ H.,
Dick Roath earned ,J,11ac~, st.a te,iiji'We$"terJl'®ol:ln~tit'C(\Ifl' 8itlli~~;f:'{
on the offensive unit; while Ed .and New England College. "~

SZ!

hoopsterSi.cream

Westfield State
,The Bridgewater State Women's the' qmirterended -21-4 in- ESC's connected for 6 points herself. The
Basketball team creamed the favor. .
BSC girls tallied 18 points while
visiting Westfield State
team,
Both teams played a hard Westfield. could only account for
Tues. Dec. 7. by a SCore of 69~18. second quarter as WSC racked up 7 three~ amking the score 53-14.
Almost all of the fifteen BSC points and BSCcollected 14, Moe
Freshman Janice DeCaire and
players scored while
Susan Lyons scored four of BSC's four- Ann McGowan played a fine last
Baptiste and Karen McDonald teen points on two great lay ups, quarter for the hometeam, ,each
shared high scoring honors with while Cecil DeMarco did a great scoring 4 points. Janice displayed
job rebounding for the home team. her talent at ballhandling while
eight points e a c h . '
Bridgewater took an early lead The
halftime
score
read Ann did a good job under the
boar?s. BSC outshot Westfield 16-4
in the first quarter, scoring enough Bridgewater 35, Westfield 11.
points in the quarter alone to beat
Guard Susan Baptiste set up, makmg the final score 69-18, the
the WSC girls. Karen McDonald some great plays for Bridgewater result of a great team effort on th

~d~w~w~ilireeb~~md.~~u~~~~~J~~=e~~·~~.h.~~~W~~~~~~~.~~~~~~~~
,."t
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,5~dJii:>;'~,€;:ii1s;baslcetbaIl romp

over Westfield'S1:Rte.

dumps

WRA

Bears
BRIDGEWWTER
FG F
Wise If
8
4
Garvin. If
1
Brennan rf
2
1
Mendes rf
o
3
Richards c
3
2
Caldwellig
4
1
Gomes rg
6
3
McSharry rg 1

IntramuraJs
Intramural

standings

Magnificent 7

6 - 0

Piggly WiggIies

5-1

Irish Rovers

3-3

Mother Bears

3-3

Red, White

Bloomers

Total

3-3

Zoo

2:-4

Hillbillies

0-6

~~.-...~..-....-..

...-...

'\

Bears' p}ayer goes' in for layup during Tuesdays
93 -65 defeat at .the hands of Stonebiil.
In the play offs the Rovers drew
the bye so that Monday night the
Mother VBears met the Red White
Bloomers on the boards and
squeezed by the Bloomers 21 - 22 in
a really tight game. It was a close
game all the way with the score 11 13 in favor of the Mother Bears at
the half. With three seconds left in

the game Mary Chris Buckley,
rebounded an a ttempted free
throw and scored, the winning
basket for ,the team! .
In the semi-final play offs on
Tuesday the Piggly Wigglies (5-1)
vs. the Mother Bears (3 - 3) and the
Magnificent 7 (6- 0) vs. the Irish R
R(lvt:>r~

(::l -

i

2
5
3
8
9
15
3

65

I

Allocco If
Whitley If
Bain rf
Russell rf
Gunderson rf
Labonia c
DIson c
Clark,lg
Reynolds 19 .
Normyle rg
Miles rg

FG
19
1
3
1
0

2

2
3
1
2
:3
:~7

F

PTS

8

46
2

4

10
2

2
0

1'

2
4
5
8
3
4
7

'19

9:3

1
2

1

·0

~).

Rolph Costello's

,to\i~O

15

PTS
20

STONEHILL (93)

2-4

Demos

25

(65)

CANTEEN
Specializing In

** Italian
Food
Steaks from the Pit
* Shishkt'bab
~'itf.h
with Rice Plla r

J 36 BROAD ST., BHIIX;c\'w.ATEK

Vollyball
tryouts
Tryouts for the girl's Volleyball
team will b~ he\d in the large gym
Tues. Jan. 3, Thurs. Jan 5, and Fri.
Jan. 6 at 6:00. ,Come and tryout! !

< __
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President and Mrs. Adrian Rondileau
Bridgewater State College

When such a spirit is at work anywhere
Then surely,
God has bles.~ed us everyone.

Man's institutions, at their best still
highly imperfect.
Can radiate the spirit of Chris/rnas.
The ideal college mmpus is a center
of comnwnication ...
IT/here shared purposes and lnutllal affection
Bring commllni(r tu diversity of roles
and temperament,,;;.

God has given ILS ][is 10 ue
As a great and free gift;
He dops not negotiate with us ...
RAceiving and sharing love
fJ'e discol'er Ollr llltimate identity.

This Trallmatic Time lchen Change in a
thousand ways
Outspeeds our painful effort to adjust...
We need desperately
To be made whole again.

This Age of Science and breakthrough
in understanding...
Age of Wars and destruction multiplied ...
Ofgrolrtng schism between JUan and the Earth
Which gm:e him life ...

Christmas has (J special poignanc.v
In thi.<:. age ofseparatiol! and alienation ....
When young and old. lfomen and men .
Yes, a hundred special groups
La meni their lil'es and place in things.

CHRIS THA STIDE, ]97]
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